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Cometh The Hour (The Clifton Chronicles Book 6)
Author of the bestselling Clifton Chronicles, Jeffrey Archer, gives us fifteen gripping
and rewarding short stories for readers to return to time and again. Find out what
happens to the hapless young detective from Naples who travels to an Italian hillside
town to solve a murder and the pretentious schoolboy whose discovery of the origins of
his father’s wealth changes his life forever. Follow the stories of the woman who dares
to challenge the men at her Ivy League university during the 1930s, and another young
woman who thumbs a lift and has an encounter of a lifetime. From the master of the short
story, the refreshingly original stories in Tell Tale prove why Archer has been described
by the Mail on Sunday as ‘probably the greatest storyteller of our age’.
The sixth book in the internationally bestselling Clifton Chronicles from master
storyteller Jeffrey Archer "Archer continues his storytelling magic to create characters
of spellbinding substance, and readers can count on his surprising twists and shocking
conclusion. Here, just when the end seems too tidy, Archer provides a killer
cliffhanger." Publishers Weekly Cometh the Hour opens with the reading of a suicide note,
which has devastating consequences for Harry and Emma Clifton, Giles Barrington and Lady
Virginia. Giles must decide if he should withdraw from politics and try to rescue Karin,
the woman he loves, from behind the Iron Curtain... but is Karin who she says she is?
Sebastian Clifton is now the Chief Executive of Farthings Bank but his rivals continue
their attempts to supplant him. Harry Clifton remains determined to get Anatoly Babakov
released from a gulag in Siberia, following the international success of his acclaimed
book, Uncle Joe. Harry's wife Emma convinces her new friend Margaret Thatcher to raise
the subject with the Russian President when she visits Moscow. But then something
unexpected happens that none of them could have anticipated. Cometh the Hour is the
penultimate book in the Clifton Chronicles and, like the five previous novels - all of
which went to number one on the Sunday Times bestseller list - showcases Jeffrey Archer's
extraordinary storytelling with his trademark twists. The 7th and final book in the
Clifton Chronicles series, This Was a Man, will publish in November 2016. Preorder now!
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THE CLIFTON CHRONICLES SERIES BOOK 1: Only Time Will Tell BOOK 2: The Sins of the Father
BOOK 3: Best Kept Secret BOOK 4: Be Careful What You Wish For BOOK 5: Mightier Than The
Sword BOOK 6: Cometh The Hour
An imprisoned man is certain that his supposed murder victim is very much alive . . . A
female driver is pursued relentlessly by a menacing figure in another vehicle . . . A
young artist gets the biggest break of her career . . . A restless beauty manages the
perfect birthday celebration . . . An escaped Iraqi on Saddam Hussein's death list pays
an involuntary visit to his homeland . . . How will they react? How would you? Twelve Red
Herrings is the third collection of irresistible short stories from master storyteller,
Jeffrey Archer. Cleverly styled, with richly drawn characters and ingeniously plotted
story lines, each of the twelve tales ends with a delightfully unexpected turn of events.
Honour Among Thieves has a wickedly paced political plot, full of all the twists and
turns you can expect from bestselling author, Jeffrey Archer. Who would pay a billion
dollars to humiliate America? The time, 1993. The place, Washington DC. Of the
adversaries in the Gulf War, the sole survivor is Saddam Hussein. And Saddam is planning
a revenge so diabolical that the United States will be left with no choice but to
retaliate . . .
The Complete Clifton Chronicles, Books 1-7
The Clifton chronicles : Vol. 6: Cometh the hour
Honour Among Thieves
The Digested Read
As the Crow Flies
Engrossing and memorable, The Sins of the Father is the second novel in international bestseller
Jeffrey Archer’s celebrated the Clifton Chronicles. It takes us to New York in 1939 where our
hero Harry Clifton is in desperate need of help. Only days before Britain declares war on
Germany, Harry joins the Merchant Navy, unable to face long-held family secrets and the fact he
will never be able to marry his true love Emma Barrington. But when his ship is sunk midAtlantic, Harry takes the opportunity to assume the identity of one his deceased rescuers and
begin a new life. Landing in America, he quickly discovers he has made a mistake and without any
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way to prove his true identity, Harry is now chained to a past that could be far worse than the
one he had hoped to escape . . . Brimming with intrigue, Jeffrey Archer takes readers into a
world they will never want to leave as the Clifton Chronicles continues its powerful journey
with family loyalties stretched to their limits and fates decided. Continue the bestselling
series with Best Kept Secret and Be Careful What You Wish For.
As the Crow Flies is an epic rags to riches tale from Jeffrey Archer, author of the bestselling
The Clifton Chronicles. If your dream is big enough, not even your enemies can stop you . . .
Charlie Trumper's earliest memory is of hearing his grandfather's sales patter from behind his
costermonger's barrow. When Grandpa Charlie dies, young Charlie wants nothing more than to
follow in his footsteps – his burning ambition is to own a shop that will sell everything: 'The
Biggest Barrow in the World'. Charlie's progress from the teeming streets of Whitechapel to the
elegance of Chelsea Terrace is only a few miles as the crow flies. But in Jeffrey Archer's
expert hands it becomes an epic journey through the triumphs and disasters of the century, as
Charlie follows a thread of love, ambition and revenge to fulfil the dream his grandfather
inspired.
Can a successful and powerful entrepreneur with an impeccable reputation and moving in the
highest circles of New York be born out of wedlock to a Japanese prostitute during the Second
World War? Obviously someone thought it was possible and Tetsuyo Akinicho's life spins into a
sinister spiral of suspense and blackmail. "Your mother is not resting in peace. You should be
ashamed of your ancestors. Do people know where you came from?" an email plunges Tetsuyo and his
lawyer, Akira Tanaka into an intricate maze of damage control manoeuvres involving Paul Griffin,
a well known American private investigator and his assistant, Japanese historian, Mayumi
Onodera. Their investigations lead to one shocking discovery after another and Tetsuyo is once
again drawn back To The past in an aching voyage of discovery of his roots And The mysterious
and painful tragedy surrounding the woman who gave him life, his biological mother. Tetsuyo
comes to terms with the fact that no one can ever really shake off the past, not even a powerful
multi millionaire riding high in his world of super advanced DNA technology. The past he shares
with the ghosts of World War 2 are coming back to haunt him in the form of a faceless
blackmailer and Tetsuyo is drawn back to confront the place where it all started, a Japanese
cemetery in Singapore and a tiny, nondescript head stone. Powerful and yet poignant this
thriller chases the characters through three cities, New York, Tokyo and finally Singapore. At
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the end of the day, someone had to be the loser and Tetsuyo Akinicho was determined it would not
be him.....
Cometh the Hour opens with the reading of a suicide note, which has devastating consequences for
Harry and Emma Clifton, Giles Barrington and Lady Virginia. Giles must decide if he should
withdraw from politics and try to rescue Karin, the woman he loves, from behind the Iron
Curtain. But is Karin truly in love with him, or is she a spy? Lady Virginia is facing
bankruptcy, and can see no way out of her financial problems, until she is introduced to the
hapless Cyrus T. Grant III from Baton Rouge, Louisiana, who's in England to see his horse run at
Royal Ascot. Sebastian Clifton is now the Chief Executive of Farthings Bank and a workaholic,
whose personal life is thrown into disarray when he falls for Priya, a beautiful Indian girl.
Meanwhile, Sebastian's rivals are still plotting to bring him and his chairman down. Harry
Clifton remains determined to get Anatoly Babakov released from a gulag in Siberia, following
the international success of his acclaimed book, Uncle Joe. But then something unexpected
happens that none of them could have anticipated. Like the previous Clifton Chronicles novels,
Cometh the Hour showcases Archer's extraordinary storytelling and trademark twists.
Be Careful What You Wish for
Sons of Fortune
This Was a Man
Tell Tale
Special Edition

Cometh the Hour opens with the reading of a suicide note, which has devastating consequences for
Harry and Emma Clifton, Giles Barrington and Lady Virginia.Giles must decide if he should withdraw from
politics and try to rescue Karin, the woman he loves, from behind the Iron Curtain. But is Karin truly in
love with him, or is she a spy?Lady Virginia is facing bankruptcy, and can see no way out of her financial
problems, until she is introduced to the hapless Cyrus T. Grant III from Baton Rouge, Louisiana, who's in
England to see his horse run at Royal Ascot.Sebastian Clifton is now the Chief Executive of Farthings
Bank and a workaholic, whose personal life is thrown into disarray when he falls for Priya, a beautiful
Indian girl. But her parents have already chosen the man she is going to marry. Meanwhile, Sebastian's
rivals Adrian Sloane and Desmond Mellor are still plotting to bring him and his chairman Hakim Bishara
down, so they can take over Farthings. Harry Clifton remains determined to get Anatoly Babakov
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released from a gulag in Siberia, following the international success of his acclaimed book, Uncle Joe.
But then something unexpected happens that none of them could have anticipated.
Cat O' Nine Tales is the fifth collection of irresistible short stories from the master storyteller Jeffrey
Archer, illustrated by the internationally acclaimed artist, Ronald Searle, creator of Molesworth. These
twelve yarns are satisfying and ingeniously plotted, featuring richly drawn characters and Jeffrey
Archer's trademark deliciously unexpected conclusions. They feature the mad, the bad and the
dangerous to know, as well as more poignant and telling characters. As a collection they confirm his
position as a master storyteller.
Bristol dock worker Harry Clifton's unexpected scholarship leads him to pursue a very different life while
uncovering the truth about his father's identity.
_____________________________ A jewel heist. A murdered actress. A killer case for NYPD Red. In a city where
crime never sleeps, NYPD Red is the elite task force called in when a case involves the rich, famous and
connected. Detectives Zach Jordan and Kylie MacDonald are the best of the best - brilliant and tireless
investigators who will stop at nothing to catch a criminal, even if it means antagonising the same
powerful people they're supposed to be helping. When a glitzy movie premiere is the scene of a
shocking murder and high-stakes robbery, NYPD Red gets the call. In a hunt that takes Zach and Kylie
from celebrity penthouses to the depths of Manhattan's criminal underworld, they have to find the coldblooded killer - before he strikes again.
Smoke Screen
Nothing Ventured
Only Time Will Tell
A Quiver Full of Arrows
A Question of Guilt
#1 New York Times and international bestselling author Jeffrey Archer’s Clifton Chronicles series has taken the world by
storm, with 2.5 million copies in print in English. This multi-generational, multi-volume saga of fate, fortune, and
redemption follows the Clifton and Barrington families on a breathtaking journey from 1920 all the way through the
present. Here together for the first time in an eBook bundle are the complete Clifton Chronicles, including all seven
novels: Only Time Will Tell The Sins of the Father Best Kept Secret Be Careful What You Wish For Mightier Than the
Sword Cometh the Hour This Was a Man
The reading of a suicide note has devastating consequences for the Clifton family. Giles must decide if he should withdraw
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from politics and try to rescue Karin, the woman he loves, from behind the Iron Curtain. But is Karin truly in love with
him, or is she a spy? Lady Virginia is facing bankruptcy, and can see no way out of her financial problems, until she is
introduced to the hapless Cyrus T. Grant III from Baton Rouge, Louisiana, who's in England to see his horse run at Royal
Ascot. Sebastian Clifton is now the Chief Executive of Farthings Bank and a workaholic, whose personal life is thrown into
disarray when he falls for Priya, a beautiful Indian girl. But her parents have already chosen the man she is going to marry.
Meanwhile, Sebastian's rivals Adrian Sloane and Desmond Mellor are still plotting to bring him and his chairman Hakim
Bishara down, so they can take over Farthings. Harry Clifton remains determined to get Anatoly Babakov released from a
gulag in Siberia, following the international success of his acclaimed book, Uncle Joe. But then something happens that
none of them could have anticipated.
Filled with Jeffrey Archer’s trademark twists and turns, Hidden in Plain Sight is the gripping next instalment in the life of
William Warwick. Newly promoted, Detective Sergeant William Warwick has been reassigned to the drugs squad. His first
case: to investigate a notorious south London drug lord known as the Viper. But as William and his team close the net
around a criminal network unlike any they have ever encountered, he is also faced with an old enemy, Miles Faulkner. It
will take all of William’s cunning to devise a means to bring both men to justice, a trap neither will expect, one that is
hidden in plain sight . . . Hidden in Plain Sight follows on from Nothing Ventured and continues with Turn a Blind Eye, but
can be read as a standalone story.
Be Careful What You Wish For, the fourth instalment in Jeffrey Archer's The Clifton Chronicles, opens with Harry Clifton
and his wife Emma rushing to hospital to learn the fate of their son Sebastian, who has been involved in a fatal car
accident. But who died, Sebastian or his best friend Bruno? When Ross Buchanan is forced to resign as chairman of the
Barrington Shipping Company, Emma Clifton wants to replace him. But Don Pedro Martinez intends to install his puppet,
the egregious Major Alex Fisher, in order to destroy the Barrington family firm just as the company plans to build its new
luxury liner, the MV Buckingham. Back in London, Harry and Emma's adopted daughter wins a scholarship to the Slade
Academy of Art where she falls in love with a fellow student who asks her to marry him. Both families are delighted until
Jessica's future mother-in-law, has a visit from an old friend who drops her particular brand of poison into the wedding
chalice. Then, without warning, Cedric Hardcastle, a bluff Yorkshireman who no one has come across before, takes his
place on the board of Barringtons. This causes an upheaval that none of them could have anticipated, and will change the
lives of every member of the Clifton and Barrington families. Hardcastle's first decision is who to support to become the
next chairman of the board: Emma Clifton or Major Alex Fisher? And with that decision, the story takes yet another twist
that will keep you on the edge of your seat. Continue the bestselling series with Mightier than the Sword and Cometh the
Hour.
The Mistakes I Never Forget
Turn a Blind Eye: William Warwick Book 3
Twelve Red Herrings
Turn a Blind Eye
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The Clifton chronicles
How do you measure the worth of a woman? Or determine the value of a man? In this sexy, suspenseful novel, Cheryl Faye
takes on the hot-button issues facing men and women as they struggle to build meaningful, lasting relationships. In this novel
about two friends -- and the man who plays a key role in both their lives -- Cheryl Faye tells a compelling story of friendship,
jealousy, ambition, self-deception, and love. Jamilah Parsons and Sabrina Richardson are roommates and unlikely friends.
Jamilah is a voluptuous, down-to-earth graphic artist who knows what she wants -- a man to love her for herself. Gorgeous and
model-thin, glamorous Sabrina is beset by doubts and insecurities. She uses her beauty to reel in the kind of man she thinks
will give her the good life, without having to give anything in return. When Sabrina brings home sexy attorney Darius Thornton,
the stage is set for conflict and drama. Jamilah is attracted to Darius; but Darius only has eyes for Sabrina, who is determined
to keep him at arm's length until she has him right where she wants him. Then she meets someone even better -- or so she
thinks. What she doesn't know is that beneath this new suitor's suave exterior is a man filled with pain, ready to lash out at
those closest to him. Now Sabrina must discover a courage she never knew she had, while Jamilah grapples with her own
complicated feelings for both Sabrina and Darius. Intense, provocative, and intricate, Be Careful What You Wish For introduces
complex, flesh-and-blood characters that readers will relate to, root for, and remember long after the final page.
From Jeffrey Archer, the bestselling author of the Clifton Chronicles and Kane and Abel, comes his captivating sixth collection
of short stories, And Hereby Hangs a Tale, full of magnificent characters and shocking plot twists. In ‘High Heels’ discover
what happens in a loss adjuster’s memorable first case where his wife has to explain why a pair of designer shows couldn’t
have gone up in flames. While on the streets of Delhi in ‘Caste-Off’ a man and woman fall in love while waiting for a traffic
light to turn green. And in ‘A Good Eye’ a priceless Renaissance oil painting remains in the same family for generations until
its current owner is face with a difficult choice . . . Jeffrey demonstrates his natural aptitude for short stories which are stylish,
witty and entertaining. His mastery of characterization and suspense, combined with a gift for the unexpected, jaw-dropping
plot twist, show him at the height of his powers and demonstrate why he is one of world's bestselling authors.
When the mother of a missing two-year-old girl is seriously injured in a suspected terrorist attack in Oslo, crime-fighting duo
Blix and Ramm join forces to investigate the case, and things aren’t adding up ... The second instalment in an addictive,
atmospheric, award-winning series. ‘An exercise in literary tag-teaming from two of Norway’s biggest crime writers with a
bold new take ... a series with potential’ Sunday Times ‘Grim, gory and filled with plenty of dark twists ... There’s definitely a
Scandinavian chill in the air with this fascinating read’ Sun ‘Alongside Jo Nesbo’s Knife, Smoke Screen is this summer’s most
anticipated read, and it doesn’t disappoint’ Tvedestrandsposten, Norway __________________ Oslo, New Year’s Eve. The annual
firework celebration is rocked by an explosion, and the city is put on terrorist alert. Police officer Alexander Blix and blogger
Emma Ramm are on the scene, and when a severely injured survivor is pulled from the icy harbour, she is identified as the
mother of two-year-old Patricia Smeplass, who was kidnapped on her way home from kindergarten ten years earlier ... and
never found. Blix and Ramm join forces to investigate the unsolved case, as public interest heightens, the terror threat is
raised, and it becomes clear that Patricia’s disappearance is not all that it seems... _____________________ Praise for the Blix &
Ramm series: ‘Everything about this crime novel sings, the relationship between Blix and Emma, which is complex, but also the
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relationship between Blix and Fosse and Kovic. The past bleeds into the present and the clever melding of the strands of the
story and the slow reveal of details that propel the story is masterly. This tale often surprises or shifts in subtle ways that are
pleasing and avoid clich . As the opener for a new series this is a cracker, long live the marriage of Horst and Enger’ New
Books Magazine ‘A fast-moving, punchy, serial killer investigative novel with a whammy of an ending. If this is the first in the
Blix and Ramm series, then here’s to many more!’ LoveReading ‘A clever, gripping crime novel with personality, flair, and
heart’ Crime by the Book ‘A stunningly excellent collaboration from Thomas Enger and Jorn Lier Horst .... It’s a brutal tale of
fame, murder, and reality TV that gets the pulse racing’ Russel McLean ‘Now — what happens when you put two of the most
distinguished writers of Nordic noir in tandem? Death Deserved by Thomas Enger and Jørn Lier Horst suggests it was a
propitious publishing move; a ruthless killer is pursued by a tenacious celebrity blogger and a damaged detective’ Financial
Times
Captivating and suspenseful, Best Kept Secret is the third novel in international bestseller Jeffrey Archer’s outstanding Clifton
Chronicles. It sees our hero Harry Clifton and Giles Barrington, brother of Harry’s beloved wife Emma, become entwined in the
fate of the Barrington family fortune. It is 1945 and the House of Lords’ vote on who should inherit the Barrington estate ends
in a tie, casting a long shadow on the lives of those involved. Author Harry begins to promote his novel, whilst Emma, after her
father’s mysterious death, searches for the girl found abandoned in his office on the night he died. Politician Giles defends his
seat in the House of Commons and finds not only his future but his family’s fortune at stake. Ultimately his fate is dictated by
Harry’s son Sebastian, even as Sebastian himself becomes embroiled in an international art fraud. As they move out of the
shadows of war, a new generation of Cliftons and Barringtons comes to the fore, and a thrilling new episode of Jeffrey
Archer’s captivating family saga begins. Continue the bestselling series with Be Careful What You Wish For and Mightier than
the Sword.
Heads You Win
Mightier Than The Sword: The Clifton Chronicles 5
Over My Dead Body (William Warwick Novels)
Paths of Glory
Stories

Second chances aren't easy. Sometimes, it takes some Rough Love. Bruce Tannen is known as Brutal from his days as a monster on the football
field. But now, he's a farmhand on what used to be his family's land, and change is all around him. New family. New expectations. New friends.
It's all fine by him until he runs into the one woman to ever hold his heart. Allyson left him a lifetime ago, but she's the only thing that's ever felt
right. In his arms, in his heart, and in his life. Something's different, though. She's a shadow of her former self, and he wonders what could've
dulled her shine. He can help fight her demons and bring back her sunny smile, but should he? Allyson Meyers had her life all figured out, but a
wrong turn took her on a journey she never imagined. Not even in her worst nightmares. But she's stronger now for the one person who
matters... her son, Cooper. Being a single mother is a burden she's grateful to bear alone until she sees a pair of all-too-familiar broad shoulders
and dark, knowing eyes that remind her of who she once was. Bruce was the one she'd left behind. The path she should've taken. It's too bad
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you can't rewrite history. But if she's brave enough, can they create a new future? Can Bruce open his heart to the one that shattered it in the
first place? And can Allyson blend who she is now with who she used to be, and live the happily ever after she should've had? Rough Love is a
full-length Romance with an HEA, no cheating, and no cliffhanger. It can be read as a standalone.
Suspenseful and mesmerizing, This Was a Man is the seventh and final novel in international bestseller Jeffrey Archer’s the Clifton Chronicles
– an epic and poignant conclusion. Harry Clifton is set to write his magnum opus, and as he reflects on his days, the lives of his family continue
to unfold, unravel and intertwine in ways no one could have imagined. Harry’s wife Emma completes her ten years as Chairman of the Bristol
Royal Infirmary when she receives a surprise call from Margaret Thatcher. In Whitehall, Giles Barrington discovers the truth about his wife,
but is she a pawn in a larger game? Sebastian Clifton finds himself in a new role after an unexpected resignation and his talented daughter,
Jessica, goes to art school but gets into trouble. Can her aunt help? Lady Virginia is about to flee the country to avoid her creditors when the
death of a duchess gives her another opportunity to clear her debts and finally trump the two families. The epic saga that has charted the lives,
loves and adventures of the Clifton and Barrington families reaches its stunning conclusion in this, the final heart-stopping volume from the
master storyteller, Jeffrey Archer.
Heads You Win is the incredible and thrilling novel by the master storyteller and bestselling author of the Clifton Chronicles and Kane and
Abel, Jeffrey Archer. Leningrad, Russia, 1968. From an early age it is clear that Alexander Karpenko is destined to lead his countrymen. But
when his father is assassinated by the KGB for defying the state, Alexander and his mother will have to escape Russia if they hope to survive. At
the docks, they have an irreversible choice: board a container ship bound for America or one bound for Great Britain. Alexander leaves the
choice to a toss of a coin . . . In a single moment, a double twist decides Alexander’s future. During an epic tale, spanning two continents and
thirty years, we follow Alexander through triumph and defeat as he sets out on parallel lives, as Alex in New York and Sasha in London. As this
unique story unfolds, both come to realize that to find their destiny they must face the past they left behind as Alexander in Russia. With a final
twist that will shock even his most ardent fans, this is international number one bestseller Jeffrey Archer’s most ambitious and creative work
since Kane and Abel.
Ordinary Heros, Extraordinary Deeds The bestselling author of Kane & Abel, The Prodigal Daughter and Honor Among Theives once again
astonishes, delights, and electrifies his legions of fans. From London to China, and New York to Nigeria, Jeffrey Archer takes the reader on a
tour of ancient heirlooms and modern romance, of cutthroat business and kindly strangers, of lives lived in the realms of power and lives freed
from the gloom of oppression. Fortunes are made and squandered, honor betrayed and redeemed, and love lost and rediscovered. Embracing
the passions that drive men and women to love and to hate, the short stories in A Quiver Full of Arrows will captivate the hearts and souls of
readers of everywhere.
A jewel heist. A murdered actress. A killer case for NYPD Red
Hidden in Plain Sight
Be Careful What You Wish For
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Japanese Orchid
Literary ombudsman John Crace never met an important book he didnt like to deconstruct.From Salman Rushdie to John Grisham,
Crace retells the big books in just 500 bitingly satirical words, pointing his pen at the clunky plots, stylistic tics and pretensions to
Big Ideas, as he turns publishers golden dream books into dross. In the grand tradition of Tom Lehrer and Stan Freberg, Crace
takes the books that produce the most media hype and retells each story in its authors inimitable style. Philip Roth, Don Delillo,
Margaret Drabble, Paul Auster, Alice Sebold, John Updike, Tom Wolfe, Ruth Rendell, A.S. Byatt, John LeCarre, Michael Crichton
and Ian McEwan all emerge delightfully scathed in this book that makes it easy to talk knowingly about books youve never
bothered to read or, for that matter, should have.
“Archer has a real gift for family sagas, and here, with Warwick, he’s launching what promises to be a series just as riveting as the
Clifton Chronicles.” —Booklist THE DAWN OF A NEW ERA William Warwick has always wanted to be a detective and decides that,
rather than become a lawyer like his influential father, he will join London’s Metropolitan Police Force. And so, after university,
William embarks on a career that will define his life: from his early months on the beat to his first high-stakes case as a fledgling
detective in Scotland Yard’s arts and antiquities squad. THE END OF AN OLD REGIME Investigating the theft of a priceless
Rembrandt painting, William meets Beth Rainsford, a research assistant at the gallery with whom he falls hopelessly in love. But
Beth has a secret—one that threatens to tear her and William apart. Meanwhile, as he follows the trail of the missing masterpiece,
William comes up against an art collector and his influential lawyer, a man who knows everyone and sfears no one—and will use
whatever means necessary to keep William off his client’s trail. . . “Archer is a master entertainer.” —Time
United in their rivalry, Sons of Fortune is the classic tale of two brothers engaged in a power struggle, from international
bestselling author Jeffrey Archer. In the late 1940s in Hartford, Connecticut a set of twins is parted at birth. Nat Cartwright goes
home with his parents, a schoolteacher and an insurance salesman. But his twin brother is to begin his days as Fletcher Andrew
Davenport, the only son of a multi-millionaire and his society wife. During the years that follow, the two brothers grow up unaware
of each other's existence. Nat leaves college at the University of Connecticut to serve in Vietnam. He returns a war hero, he finishes
school and becomes a successful banker. Fletcher, meanwhile, has graduated from Yale University and distinguishes himself as a
criminal defence lawyer before he is elected to the Senate. Even when Nat and Fletcher fall in love with the same girl they still don't
meet. They continue on their separate paths until one has to defend the other for a murder he did not commit. But the final
confrontation comes when Nat and Fletcher are selected to stand against each other for governor of the state.
Thrilling and absorbing, Cometh the Hour is the sixth novel in international bestseller Jeffrey Archer’s the Clifton Chronicles and
sees the Clifton and Barrington families navigate the 1970s in an epic tale of tragedy and hope. There are devastating
consequences for Harry and Emma Clifton, her brother Giles Barrington and their arch enemy Lady Virginia when a suicide note is
read out in court. Having fallen in love, Giles must decide if he should withdraw from politics to try and rescue the woman he loves
from behind the Iron Curtain. Lady Virginia faces bankruptcy, and can see no way out of her financial problems, until she is
introduced to a rich, hapless American. Harry and Emma’s son Sebastian Clifton, now the Chief Executive of Farthings Bank, falls
in love with the wrong girl even as his rivals plot to overthrow him. Meanwhile, his father remains determined to free a fellow author
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from a gulag in Siberia, following the international success of the book they wrote together, the acclaimed Uncle Joe. But then
something astonishing happens that none of them could have anticipated . . . The penultimate book in the Clifton Chronicles once
again showcases Jeffrey Archer’s extraordinary storytelling abilities and confirms his reputation for breathtaking twists. Continue
the bestselling series with This Was a Man.
Cat O' Nine Tales
Rough Love
Cometh the Hour: the Clifton Chronicles 6
NYPD Red 4
Book Six Of the Clifton Chronicles

Kane and Able: William Lowell Kane and Abel Rosnovski, one the son of a Boston
millionaire, the other a penniless Polish immigrant. Two men, born on the same day, on
opposite sides of the world, their paths destined to cross in their ruthless struggle to
build a fortune. An unputdownable story, spanning sixty years, of two powerful men linked
by an all-consuming hatred, brought together by fate to save—and finally destroy—each
other. Sons of Fortune: #1 New York Times bestselling author Jeffrey Archer has
mesmerized thousands of readers over the years with his riveting novels and unforgettable
characters. Now he returns with another remarkable novel that proves he is still one of
the most gifted writers of all time... In hushed maternity ward, an infant dies, while
twin brothers thrive. By morning, one mother is told that her only child is doing fine.
Another is told that she has tragically lost one of her sons... Twins seperated at birth,
Nathaniel Cartwright and Fletcher Davenport have been raised in different worlds, and
have both thrived among the best and brightest of their generation. In an era of violent
change, free love, and blind ambition, Nat goes off to war, while Fletcher enters
political combat. With each choice they make--in love and career, through tragedy and
triumph--their lives mirror one another...until a high-profile murder case brings them
together. Until a high-stakes political battle turns them into rivals. Until a decadesold secret is exposed...and two powerful men must confront their bonds of fate and
fortune.
International bestseller Jeffrey Archer returns
In the third instalment in the life of Detective William Warwick, following on from
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Hidden in Plain Sight, international bestseller Jeffrey Archer once again displays his
mastery at the art of storytelling. Detective Inspector William Warwick is tasked with a
dangerous new line of work, to go undercover and expose corruption at the heart of the
Metropolitan Police Force. His team focuses on Detective Sergeant Jerry Summers, a young
officer living an extravagant lifestyle. But Summers develops a personal relationship
with a WPC on William’s team and the investigation hangs in the balance. As his
undercover officers draw the threads together, William realizes that the corruption may
go far higher than his initial assessment, and that more of his colleagues than he
thought possible might be willing to turn a blind eye . . . ‘If there was a Nobel Prize
for storytelling, Archer would win’ - Daily Telegraph
Cometh the HourA NovelSt. Martin's Paperbacks
Next in Line (William Warwick Novels)
Best Kept Secret
The Sins of the Father
Cometh the Hour: The Clifton Chronicles 6
And Thereby Hangs A Tale
In this penultimate book in 'The Clifton Chronicles', Harry Clifton remains determined to get Anatoly Babakov released from a gulag in
Siberia, following the international success of his acclaimed book, 'Uncle Joe'. Harry's wife, Emma, convinces her new friend Margaret
Thatcher to raise the subject with the Russian president when she visits Moscow. But then something unexpected happens that none of them
could have anticipated
An unputdownable story of murder, revenge and betrayal from international number one bestseller Jeffrey Archer.
Now available in a tall Premium Edition--the romantic, dramatic, epic story of George Mallory, who had dreamt of being the first man to
conquer Mt. Everest, and the mystery that still surrounds his climb. Martin's Press.
The fifth book in the internationally bestselling Clifton Chronicles from master storyteller Jeffrey Archer "The conclusion's a turbo-charged
cliffhanger" Kirkus Reviews Mightier than the Sword opens with an IRA bomb exploding during the MV Buckingham's maiden voyage across
the Atlantic - but how many passengers lose their lives? When Harry Clifton visits his publisher in New York, he learns that he has been elected
as the new president of English PEN, and immediately launches a campaign for the release of a fellow author, Anatoly Babakov, who's
imprisoned in Siberia. Babakov's crime? Writing a book called Uncle Joe, a devastating insight into what it was like to work for Stalin. So
determined is Harry to see Babakov released and the book published, that he puts his own life in danger. His wife Emma, chairman of
Barrington Shipping, is facing the repercussions of the IRA attack on the Buckingham. Some board members feel she should resign, and Lady
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Virginia Fenwick will stop at nothing to cause Emma's downfall. Sir Giles Barrington is now a minister of the Crown, and looks set for even
higher office, until an official trip to Berlin does not end as a diplomatic success. Once again, Giles's political career is thrown off balance by
none other than his old adversary, Major Alex Fisher, who once again stands against him at the election. But who wins this time? In London,
Harry and Emma's son, Sebastian, is quickly making a name for himself at Farthing's Bank in London, and has proposed to the beautiful young
American, Samantha. But the despicable Adrian Sloane, a man interested only in his own advancement and the ruin of Sebastian, will stop at
nothing to remove his rival. Jeffrey Archer's compelling Clifton Chronicles continue in this, his most accomplished novel to date. With all the
trademark twists and turns that have made him one of the world's most popular authors, the spellbinding story of the Clifton and the Barrington
families continues. THE CLIFTON CHRONICLES SERIES BOOK 1: Only Time Will Tell BOOK 2: The Sins of the Father BOOK 3: Best Kept
Secret BOOK 4: Be Careful What You Wish For BOOK 5: Mightier Than The Sword BOOK 6: Cometh The Hour
Only Time Will Tell, The Sins of the Father, Best Kept Secret, Be Careful What You Wish For, Mightier than the Sword, Cometh the Hour, This
Was a Man
Cometh the Hour
A Novel
Kane and Abel/Sons of Fortune
The Mistakes I Never Forget is the story of the struggle of a young man, Gautam-who moves to
Bangalore, the silicon city of India-in hunt of a lucrative job in a software company. He has
completed his engineering degree, but struggles to speak English fluently. This makes his
employers' think he is not qualified enough and refuse to give him a job. He shares space in a
dingy one room apartment with three other young men, Lawrence, a nerd, Kamesh a hulk, and
Madhan, who doubles up as their chef-all struggling for months to find software jobs and make
ends meet. Even his roommates and friends ridicule him because of his language shortcoming.
However, when a beautiful, talented young woman, Reshmi, falls in love with Gautam, his friends
are amazed and question the why and how of this relationship. Reshmi's works in the software
industry, but dreams of being a choreographer. Will she fulfill her dream? Will Gautam get a
job in a software company despite his stuttering English?
Cometh the Hour opens with the reading of a suicide note, which has devastating consequences
for Harry and Emma Clifton, Giles Barrington and Lady Virginia. Giles must decide if he should
withdraw from politics and try to rescue Karin, the woman he loves, from behind the Iron
Curtain. But is Karin truly in love with him, or is she a spy? Lady Virginia is facing
bankruptcy, and can see no way out of her financial problems, until she is introduced to the
hapless Cyrus T. Grant III from Baton Rouge, Louisiana, who's in England to see his horse run
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at Royal Ascot. Sebastian Clifton is now the Chief Executive of Farthings Bank and a
workaholic, whose personal life is thrown into disarray when he falls for Priya, a beautiful
Indian girl. But her parents have already chosen the man she is going to marry. Meanwhile,
Sebastian's rivals Adrian Sloane and Desmond Mellor are still plotting to bring him and his
chairman Hakim Bishara down, so they can take over Farthings. Harry Clifton remains determined
to get Anatoly Babakov released from a gulag in Siberia, following the international success of
his acclaimed book, Uncle Joe. But then something unexpected happens that none of them could
have anticipated. Cometh the Hour is the penultimate book in the Clifton Chronicles and, like
the five previous novels - which were all New York Times bestsellers - showcases Jeffrey
Archer's extraordinary storytelling with his trademark twists.
Turn a Blind Eye is the third instalment in the gripping story of Detective Inspector William
Warwick, by the master storyteller and Sunday Times number one bestselling author of the
Clifton Chronicles. William Warwick, now a Detective Inspector, is tasked with a dangerous new
line of work, to go undercover and expose crime of another kind: corruption at the heart of the
Metropolitan Police Force. His team is focused on following Detective Jerry Summers, a young
officer whose lifestyle appears to exceed his income. But as a personal relationship develops
with a member of William’s team, it threatens to compromise the whole investigation. Meanwhile,
a notorious drug baron goes on trial, with the prosecution case led by William’s father and
sister. And William’s wife Beth, now a mother to twins, renews an old acquaintance who appears
to have turned over a new leaf, or has she? As the undercover officers start to draw the
threads together, William realizes that the corruption may go deeper still, and more of his
colleagues than he first thought might be willing to turn a blind eye. ‘Peerless master of the
page-turner’ Daily Mail
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